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Game of sultans vizier power calculator

Questions Posted by Guest on Oct 9, 2018Last Modified: Dec 25th 2019How does each viziers power count? Guest Replied: The Answer To Your Power is based on military level x basic level × 5000+ military attributes Does this help? 49 6 REPORT Guest Answers: Add your answers to this question Add your answers to this question What is this help? 4 2
REPORT Guest Replied: The first reply was incorrect. This:(Military Talent * Level * 5000) + total attributeDid this help? 6 11 REPORT Private Replies: If you look at each vizier's talents, they vary depending on which power they specialize in. We really don't know about the exact computing going on behind the scenes, but the general idea is that you have to
focus on increasing the talent that has the highest stat, and prioritize on increasing talent first before leveling up. The reason for this is that the higher the value of his talent, the higher the stat increase you get every time you raise your Vizier level. Reported as wrong - use carefullyDid this help? 3 110 REPORT For more questions for Game of Sultans see the
answer page where you can search for or ask your own questions. You can also check out our guide to this game here We have a question similar to this one that may have more answers for you: Show me all the Answers to this question: Add your answers to this question Ask questions for Game of SultansAdd your questions to this game The members by
knowing how to Game of Sultans Private BlackWidow aleister milo Xangeevi PEDAGREE SKUM Google Play User Rating : 3.9Average site rating:This game has not. Developer Information You may also like Popular Bundle Similar Video Articles in Fun New Bundles in Fun Top Apps &amp;amp; Games 1 Telegram 4.5 2 Signal Private Messenger 4.6 3
ZOOM Cloud Meetings 4.1 4 TikTok 4.6 5 discovery+ | Stream TV Shows 4.8 6 Disney+ 4.4 7 Google Pay: A Safe Way &amp; helpful for managing money 0.0 8 News Break: Local Breaking Stories &amp;amp; US Headlines 4.5 9 Tubi - Free Movies &amp; Tv Show 4.6 10 Cash App 4.6 Top Game in Strategy Game 1 Top War: Battle Game 4.1 2 State of
Survival: Survive the Zombie Apocalypse 4.4 3 Evony: The King's Return 4.4 4 The Great Mafia 4.3 5 War Island 4.4 4 6 Mafia City 4.0 7 ExoMiner - Idle Miner Adventure 4.5 8 Animal War 4.5 09 Stick War: Legacy 4.5 10 Tower Craft 3D - Idle Block Building Game 4.3 FOLLOW US Page 2 FOLLOW US With Game of Sultans Calculator You can: Create a
model from scratch or load it from the game; Analysis, how much strength or combat force you can achieve with your leveling strategy; Using Cumulative mode you can calculate how many resources you need to spend, if you leveling vizier or empress skills; Using Simulation mode you can calculate how much power you can get to spend your current
resources; You can share the model without using many screenshots of the game. Last updated: 06/03/2020. Creating a model you can model in two ways: Create from scratch and arrange viziers and empress consorts of the game, if you use the bot Game of Sultans. You must select the Create model menu from the sidebar. You will automatically create a
sultan from scratch after you open the calculator. The Analytics In Analytics tab you can get a lot of reports. Experimenting with Calculator mode supports several modes: Sandbox - you can manage your viziers and empress. You don't use any resources and are free to experiment; Cumulative – in this mode you will collect all resources spent. In this mode
you cannot change your viziers and roster consorts. You also can not lower the rate of viziers; Simulation - in this mode you will spend resources by leveling your sultan. This mode is to calculate the amount of power or combat power from your current resources. Step back – You will remove all viziers, talents, harmony, queen's skills and get the resources
spent in a refund. Then in Simulation mode you can spend it in different ways. You can also use the Rewind master in Simulation mode. You will be able to focus on removing the progress of your model. The Resources Calculator uses several resource simplifications: Clothing, - a calculator counting clothes in a New Vizier Suit. So, you'll spend 1 suit to
unlock 150 vizier levels, or 3 to unlock 200 vizier levels; Talent badge - calculator calculates the talent badge for each star at the talent star level. So you will spend 6 military badges for 1 6* military talent level; Books - the calculator operates not by the number of books, only by the number of attributes of the book; Random books - calculators will spend the
attributes of random books evenly. Save and share your model you can save your model and load it later. You can also share your model with your friends or friends. This is one application that I have spent a lot of time on during development. I play Game of Sultans, this is a mobile game for Android and iOS. I want to create a calculator for it, it just provides
information about the characters in the game and does some calculations about them. (I'm not going into detail because people who read this may not know the game :D) What I mean is that this app is basically a guide to the game. What I've learned during my time creating this project: I work with an intention on Android development, this is to share player
information with other players who use this app. I can write some original code for Android and can send my data to other apps on my phone. I use JSON to deliver data. I also added some localization elements in the app, users who have this app easily select and change the language of the application inside the main menu. I took help from when translating
the application. I actually spend a lot of time in the User Interface on this app because I want everyone to use this app whatever the resolution, so be quite responsive on all kinds of portrait devices. I work with shaders at Unity, although during the time of development of this app I was not experienced enough about shaders. I use shaders for covering
purposes. I work with third-, third-party scripts, I extracted a real gaming asset I also found some 2D animated images, then I found which software they made and luckily i found the Unity plugin for it. I want to compete for Da Vinci. What am I supposed to do? Da Vinci (and Columbus every time he appears) is a competition to increase the Power of your
Empire. Your goal is to get as many attributes as possible in three days. Your main collection items are gold, badges, xp books and attribute books, but there are other items that can also help you: Consort XP: Even if Lala is not the lighter you want to work with, she can help during cross-server competitions. For the complainant you haven't given away many
books, badges, or gold spend the first two skills most of the time giving more benefits then a percent bonus. However, there are some scenarios where your percent gain can net you more profit then improve your first two flat profit skills. For the complainant you have invested in the job on the last four skills - percentage (%) Bonus. Percent bonus increases
the number of badges you earn from Talent &amp;amp; Gold along with the book. This most of the time will give you the best advantage for your exp. Always check to see if the skill mix will give you better results then throw all your xp at one skill. Consort Pearls: Just like Consort XP which saves your pearls to earn extra points during the Empire Power rush
can help you get additional attributes. For example: you have lufti's second empress skills at level 200 and raise them from 0* to 3* during a rush. This will give you 36,000 Empire Power. Better use of pearls even at percent (%) bonus skills. % military bonus skills at level 100 with 0* give a 50% bonus for military attributes. Increasing your skills to 3* (while
staying at level 100) will add an additional bonus of 30% bringing your total bonus to 80% for the military attributes of the biozir. This could be a much bigger advantage then the first two skills can deliver. Vitality Orbs: Heirs can be small contributions to your Empire Power, but they contribute. Save your spirit ball to quickly increase the heir during the rush.
Heirs with higher max levels usually provide more attributes per level, but the higher the level the more XP they need before reaching the next level. Try to start a hurry with the heirs in level 1 or 2. Silver, Gold, and Diamond Rings: Although your heirs may rightly resign to the basement for the rest of their existence married several times during the Empire
Power rush be a great way to take advantage of the extra 40,000 or 400,000 Empire Power by marrying the HighEst Prince. Keep in mind that spending diamonds on your heirs is not the best way to get Empire Power. Magnificent 5 Shards: The Mag 5 viziers is a pretty typical vizier to work on during Empire Power Fever. Waiting to increase your favorite
Mag 5 harmony bonus can give you a much needed boost to your score. Remember that you don't need to improve harmony before boosting morale or giving it a badge to get the most attributes, but if you are you improve its harmony before the rush you will lose the attributes of the extra harmony bonus for the books and badges you've used instead of
getting it during the rush. Levy Seals/Tier 1-3 Gold Seals: When you hoard research attributes you won't go up. However, if you wait to use your levy seal to get some extra gold after you spend all your research badges and books, you will get more gold for each levy. If you're going to need more gold to achieve all your commemorate goals, it might be better
to use your research items for early disposal in a hurry. Who should I focus on? Harmony Bonus and Queen Consort Bonus % are the keys to high Empire Power advantage. Remember that a vizier with 100% harmony or empress bonus gives you 2x the book value or badge you use. For most players this will be one of your 5 Magnificent, Outstanding 4 or
Vizier attached to your top Queen. You want the highest percentage bonus for each of the four categories: Military, Research, Politics, and Prestige. If your harmony bonus in Kilic is better for the military but you have a higher percent empress bonus for prestige in Hersek then it is better to divide your badge and book. If you have one vizier with a high
percent bonus for all four areas then you will only use one vizier for the competition. How do I know when I'm ready to try to win? Players usually need to hoard for more than a month (a lot of hoarding for 3 or more) before being ready to compete across servers. Although the time will vary depending on how quickly you collect items to spend during the
competition there are a few other things you want to see before you try to compete and when you think you are ready to compete. Pay attention to the rankings in the weeks leading up to the match. See what average power growth is for your server grouping. Older servers typically have much greater power gain then newer servers and even from region to
region it can vary – players have reported American servers have higher final scores then Asian servers. Don't just take the words of other players for what you need to compete they have different players they compete with and may not play as long as you have or have played much longer. Look who you're competing against that week. Unless you are a 7+
VIP player yourself, competing with the highest spend is usually not a good investment of your time and effort. It's always better to wait a week when you find yourself pairing up against someone who's ready and willing to drop $400 to get Da Vinci. Wait for the opportunity to benefit you. It's not impossible to win against the eater, but it's harder. Another
factor is looking at what power their empire has compared to other players with similar VIP levels among competing servers. VIP 6 with royal power matching VIP 4 players on some servers may have a large number of items ready to be dropped. Do the math. This may be the harder part for you, but best to go to the competition knowing about how much
Empire Power you have and unfortunately to know that you need a calculator – or a very useful spreadsheet. You can use The Game of Sultans - Vizier Calculator to get an estimate of how much your Empire Power will increase. Please read all the instructions carefully before using the calculator. If you have any problems or questions about calculators,
please send me a message. Message.
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